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CITIZENSHIP POLICY 

 
“The purpose of Citizenship education in school and colleges is to make secure, and to increase 
the knowledge, skills and values relevant to the nature and practices of participatory democracy; 
also to enhance the awareness of rights and duties, and the sense of responsibilities needed for 
the development of students into active citizens; and in doing so, to establish the value to 
individuals, schools and society of involvement in the local and wider community’ - The Crick 
Report – QCA 1998. 
 

AIMS OF CITIZENSHIP PROVISION AT PARKSTONE GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
 
 To help students to become informed, thoughtful and responsible citizens who are aware of 

their rights and duties 
 To involve students positively, encouraging participation in school and community life – locally, 

nationally and globally and to see if they can ‘make a difference’ 
 To provide opportunities to discuss and address real-life issues 
 To provide the knowledge and skills necessary for participation and evaluation 
 To support inclusion and promote positive behaviour 
 To promote greater integration of the social and ethnic groups within the school and wider 

community 
 To relate the teaching of Citizenship to the specific needs of the school 
 To conform to the requirements of the National Curriculum for Citizenship  

 

DELIVERY OF CITIZENSHIP 
 
Key Stage 3:  Citizenship is delivered, where appropriate through specific subject content (eg 
knowledge about political ideologies delivered in History), through PSHE sessions, assemblies 
given by the Citizenship Coordinator, Sixth Form Citizenship teams and other students. 
 
Key Stage 4:  Citizenship is delivered through Core RP lessons, Work Experience, PSHE 
sessions, Battlefields’ trip, and the same type of assemblies as outlined in KS3.  Students also 
have the opportunity to study AS Citizenship. 
 
Key Stage 5:   Citizenship is delivered through the enrichment programme, PSHE sessions and 
the assembly format referred to above. 
 
The Citizenship Coordinator constantly monitors and appraises the curriculum content to ensure 
that it deals with current issues and is relevant to students. 
 
CITIZENSHIP OPPORTUNITIES  
 
There are many opportunities which will enhance students’ “citizenship” experience and these 
include: 
 
School council membership, being a senior badge holder, prefect, Poole Secondary Schools’ 
Forum representative and/or Poole Youth Forum member.  Girls can participate in charity week 
activities, tutor group activity and form assembly, school visits (e.g. Battlefields’ trip); they can be  
members of school teams and societies, hold positions of responsibility in form and school, 
participate in international exchanges and dedicated ‘Citizenship days’ off timetable, opportunities 
for Citizenship teams’ who are committed to raising political awareness across the school. 
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ASSESSMENT AND APPROACHES TO TEACHING AND LEARNING 
 
Formal Citizenship assessment, as required by statute, takes place at KS3.  In Year 8, students do 
an assessment based on the theme of their ‘Citizenship Day’, usually held in the second half of the 
summer term and based on a current theme (eg in 2012 it was on the Olympic legacy).  The 
assessment allows students to reveal their citizenship knowledge and have the opportunity to be 
reflective and evaluative.  The assessments are marked according to national curriculum levels. 
 
In Year 9, the assessment is based on PSHE sessions concerned with the operation of the 
Criminal Justice system which includes a talk from an ex-offender.  The assessment also tests 
girls’ citizenship knowledge and allows them to reflect and evaluate.  For example, the final 
question on the Year 9 assessment requires students to consider if ‘prison works or not’.  The Year 
8 and 9 results for each girl are combined and an overall grade reported back to parents. 
 
It should be pointed out that so much of each student’s Citizenship experience is outside the 
classroom or even outside the school and is more challenging to assess or measure.  Girls keep a 
record in their school planners which enable tutors to comment when the year report stages occur. 
 
SAFEGUARDING 
 
Citizenship covers many sensitive and controversial issues.  Teachers have to make students 
aware that the content of some lessons might cause distress and students must always respect 
individual viewpoints.  Teachers should also make students aware that some of the essential video 
material shown in class contains strong language and may cause distress. 
 
 
 


